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Abstract
We report that the pion radius, decay constant, EM and transition form factors can simultaneously and accurately
be predicted in light-front holographic QCD with a universal AdS/QCD mass scale, provided dynamical spin effects
are taken into account.
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1. Light-front holographic QCD
The ultimate goal in light-front QCD is to solve the
Heisenberg eigenvalue problem:
HQCDLF |Ψ(P)〉 = M2|Ψ(P)〉 (1)
where HQCDLF ≡ H = P−P+ − P2⊥ is the QCD light-
front Hamiltonian,2 Pµ is the hadron momentum and
PµPµ = M2 is the hadron mass squared. To make
contact with the constituent quark model (CQM), one
can recast Eq. 1 as an eigenvalue problem for the va-
lence Fock sector acted upon by an effective Hamilto-
nian which now includes the effects of the higher Fock
sectors on the valence sector as well as retarded interac-
tions [1]. Doing so, we have
HeffP|Ψ〉 = M2P|Ψ〉 (2)
where
Heff = PHP + PHQ
(
1
M2 − QHQ
)
QHP (3)
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2The QCD light-front Hamiltonian is given explicitly in [1].
with P being the valence Fock sector projection opera-
tor and Q = 1 − P its complement. Using the fact that
HQCDLF = T + U, where T the kinetic energy operator,
which is diagonal in Fock space, Eq. 3 becomes
Heff = PTP + PUeffP (4)
where the effective potential is given by
PUeffP = PUP + PUQ
(
1
M2 − QHQ
)
QUP . (5)
The second term in Ueff accounts for the coupling of
the valence sector to higher Fock sectors as well as
for retarded interactions (since it contains the unknown
eigenvalue M2). Its exact computation in QCD is a
formidable task, as difficult as solving Eq. 1 itself. Pro-
jecting out the valence light-front wavefunction from
Eq. 2, we obtain(
k2⊥ + m2
x(1 − x) + Ueff(x,k⊥)
)
Ψ(x,k⊥, λ, λ′)
= M2Ψ(x,k⊥, λ, λ′) (6)
where Ψ(x,k⊥, λ, λ′) = 〈qq¯ : x,k⊥, λ, λ′|Ψ〉 is the va-
lence wavefunction, with x being the light-front mo-
mentum fraction carried by the quark of mass m, k⊥ its
transverse momentum and λ its helicity (λ′ is the helic-
ity of the antiquark).
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Although the exact form of Ueff(x,k⊥) is unknown,
some insights into its analytic form can be found in
the so-called semiclassical approximation [2] whereby
quantum loops as well as quark masses are neglected. In
this approximation, the effective potential is assumed to
be a function of the qq¯ invariant mass squared evaluated
in the limit of vanishing quark masses: Ueff(x,k⊥) →
Ueff(M2|m→0) where
M2|m→0 = k
2⊥
x(1 − x) . (7)
We then proceed by suppressing the helicity indices of
the light-front wavefunction [2–5]. Note that this is only
justified if the helicity dependence decouples from the
dynamics, i.e.
Ψ(x,k⊥, λ, λ′)→ Ψ(x,k⊥)S λλ′ (8)
where, for the pion, S λλ′ = 1√2λδλ,−λ′ . Then, introduc-
ing the 2-dimensional Fourier transform ofM2|m→0,
ζ2 = x(1 − x)b2⊥ (9)
allows a separation of variables:
Ψ(x, ζ, ϕ) =
φ(ζ)√
2piζ
X(x)eiLϕ , (10)
so that Eq. 6 leads to(
− d
2
dζ2
− 1 − 4L
2
4ζ2
+ Ueff(ζ)
)
φ(ζ) = M2φ(ζ) . (11)
We refer to Eq. 11 as the holographic Schro¨dinger
Equation. This is because with ζ ↔ z, where z is
the 5th dimension in anti-de Sitter space, and L2 ↔
(µR)2+(2−J)2 where µ is a 5-dimensional mass parame-
ter and R is the radius of curvature of the AdS space, Eq.
11 maps onto the classical wave equation for weakly-
coupled, propagating spin-J string modes in AdS [3–6].
The confining QCD potential is then determined by the
form of the dilaton field which breaks conformal invari-
ance in AdS: [2]
Ueff(ζ) =
1
2
ϕ′′(z) +
1
4
ϕ′(z)2 +
2J − 3
2z
ϕ′(z) . (12)
At this point, the form of the dilaton field is unspeci-
fied. However, it turns out that its form can be uniquely
determined [7]. To see this, recall that in the semiclas-
sical approximation, we are neglecting quark masses
and quantum loops. Neglecting quantum loops means
that we are neglecting short-distance effects and conse-
quently no QCD scale, ΛQCD, appears via dimensional
transmutation. Neglecting quark masses means that we
are in the chiral limit, m → 0 of QCD. In the absence
of ΛQCD, the chiral limit requires that m  κ where
κ is a mass scale which is yet to emerge and which
sets both the hadronic mass and confinement scales.
A hint as to how the mass scale κ can emerge can be
found in the earlier investigations of de Alfaro, Furbini
and Furlan (dAFF) on conformal quantum mechanics
[8]. dAFF showed that it is possible, via a change in
evolution parameter, to introduce a mass scale in an
otherwise conformally invariant quantum mechanical
Hamiltonian while still preserving the conformal sym-
metry of the underlying action. It then follows that the
conformal-symmetry breaking term in the new Hamil-
tonian is quadratic in the generalized coordinate. Ap-
plying the dAFF mechanism to the holographic light-
front Hamiltonian, it follows that the confining poten-
tial must be that of a harmonic oscillator: UdAFFeff = κ
4ζ2.
To recover this harmonic potential, the dilaton field has
to be quadratic: ϕ(z) = κ2z2, which coincides with the
phenomenological soft-wall model of [9]. Eq. 12 then
implies that
Ueff(ζ) = κ4ζ2 + 2κ2(J − 1) (13)
where J = L + S .
Solving the holographic Schro¨dinger Equation with
the confining potential given by Eq. 13 yields the mass
spectrum
M2 = 4κ2
(
n + L +
S
2
)
(14)
and the wavefunctions
φnL(ζ) = κ1+L
√
2n!
(n + L)!
ζ1/2+L exp
(−κ2ζ2
2
)
× LLn (κ2ζ2) . (15)
The immediate striking prediction is that the lowest ly-
ing bound state, with quantum numbers n = L = S = 0,
is massless: M2 = 0. This state is naturally identi-
fied with the pion since general chiral symmetry argu-
ments require that the pion mass vanishes in chiral limit
m → 0. Note that the harmonic oscillator confining po-
tential uniquely leads to a massless pion [10]: if we con-
sider a more general potential Ueff(ζ) ∝ ζ p, we obtain
Mpi = 0 only for p = 2.
To completely specify the light-front wavefunction,
we need to fix X(x). This is done by matching the EM
form (or gravitational) factor in physical spacetime and
AdS, resulting in X(x) =
√
x(1 − x) [11]. The normal-
ized holographic light-front wavefunction for the pion
is then
Ψpi(x, ζ2) =
κ√
pi
√
x(1 − x) exp
[
−κ
2ζ2
2
]
. (16)
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The generalization of Eq. 16 for non-vanishing light
quark masses is straightforward [2] and leads to
Ψpi(x, ζ2) = N √x(1 − x) exp [−κ2ζ2
2
]
× exp
− m2f2κ2x(1 − x)
 (17)
where N is a normalization constant which is fixed by
requiring that∫
d2bdx|Ψpi(x, ζ2)|2 = Pqq¯ (18)
with Pqq¯ being the probability of finding the pion in the
valence Fock sector.
2. Dynamical spin effects
It remains to fix the value of the AdS/QCD mass scale
κ. Since the pion mass vanishes for any κ, one can use
instead the ρ mass to fix κ, i.e. κ = Mρ/
√
2 = 540
MeV [12]. More generally, κ can be adjusted to fit
the slopes of the Regge trajectories predicted by Eq.
14. Ref. [2] reports κ = 590 MeV for pseudoscalar
mesons and κ = 540 MeV for vector mesons while a
recent fit to the Regge slopes of mesons and baryons,
treated as conformal superpartners, yields κ = 523 MeV
[13]. With κ = 523 MeV and the β-function of the
QCD running coupling at 5-loops, Brodsky, Deur and de
Te´ramond recently predicted the QCD renormalization
scale, ΛMSQCD, in excellent agreement with the world av-
erage value [14]. Furthermore, κ = 540−560 MeV leads
to successful predictions for diffractive light vector me-
son production [12, 15]. These findings hint towards the
emergence of a universal fundamental AdS/QCD scale
κ ∼ 500 MeV.
In earlier applications of light-front holography with
massless quarks, much lower values of κ were required
to fit the pion data: κ = 375 MeV in Ref. [6] in order to
fit the pion EM form factor data and κ = 432 MeV (with
Pqq¯ = 0.5) to fit the photon-to-pion transition form fac-
tor data simultaneously at large Q2 and Q2 = 0 [16]. In
more recent work using constituent quark masses [17–
20], it seems that a universal value of κ can be used only
if the assumption that the pion consists only of the lead-
ing valence Fock sector is relaxed: Pqq¯ < 1, as can be
seen in Table 1. Note that this sets the pion as a special
case, since for other mesons Pqq¯ = 1 [18, 19].
As explained in [21], we find that it is not necessary
to treat the pion as a special case if dynamical spin ef-
fects are taken into account as was previously done in
[12, 15] for light vector mesons. We restore the helicity
dependence by assuming that
Ψ(x,k⊥)→ Ψ(x,k⊥)S λλ′ (x,k⊥) (19)
where, for the pion, we choose
S λλ′ (x,k⊥) =
v¯λ′ (x,k⊥)√
1 − x
[
A
M2pi
P+
γ+γ5 + BMpiγ5
]
×uλ(x,k⊥)√
x
(20)
where A and B are constants. Eq. 20 is a general form
for the coupling of a point-like pseudoscalar particle to
fermions. By using Eq. 19, we are assuming that light-
front perturbation theory determines the spin structure
of the pion and consequently that all bound state effects
are fully captured by the holographic pion wavefunction
Ψ(x,k⊥).
We consider three cases: [A = 1, B = 0]; [A = 0, B =
1]; [A = B = 1], noting that the first case leads to a
decoupling of the quarks’ spins from their dynamics i.e.
with [A = 1, B = 0], we recover the original holographic
wavefunction without dynamical spin effects. The gen-
eralization of the normalization condition, Eq. 18, for
our spin-improved holographic wavefunction is:∑
λ,λ′
∫
d2bdx|Ψpi(x, ζ2, λ, λ′)|2 = 1 . (21)
Note that we have taken Pqq¯ = 1, i.e. we assume that the
valence Fock sector dominates over higher Fock sectors,
thus enforcing a CQM picture of the pion. Note that
this does not necessarily imply that the effects of higher
Fock sectors in the valence sector are also negligible.
The latter are, in principle, included in the effective po-
tential Ueff and consequently as argued in [2], the quark
masses appearing in Eq. 6 should be interpreted as ef-
fective quark masses, resulting from the coupling of the
valence sector with higher Fock sectors.
3. Predictions
Having specified our spin-improved pion holographic
light-front wavefunction, we now proceed to make pre-
dictions for the pion radius, EM form factor, decay con-
stant and transition form factor. To generate all pre-
dictions, we choose to use a constituent quark mass
mu/d = 330 MeV. The pion charge radius and decay
constant are given by [21]√
〈r2pi〉 =
[
3
2
∫
dxd2b[b(1 − x)]2|Ψpi(x,b)|2
]1/2
(22)
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Table 1: Parameters in previous pion work
Reference κ [MeV] mu/d [MeV] Pqq¯
Brodsky et al. [16] 432 0 0.5
Vega et al. [17] 787 330 0.279
Branz et al. [18] 550 420 0.6
Swarnkar & Chakrabarti [19] 550 330 0.61
and
fpi = 2
√
Nc
pi
∫
dx{A((x(1 − x)M2pi) + Bm fMpi}
×Ψ
pi(x, ζ)
x(1 − x)
∣∣∣∣∣
ζ=0
(23)
respectively while the EM and transition pion form fac-
tors are given by
Fpi(Q2) = 2pi
∫
dxdb b J0[(1−x)bQ] |Ψpi(x,b)|2(24)
and
Fγpi(Q2) =
√
2
3
fpi
∫ 1
0
dx
ϕpi(x, xQ)
Q2x
(25)
respectively. The pion Distribution Amplitude (DA), ϕpi,
appearing in Eq. 25 is given by
fpiϕpi(x, µ) = 2
√
Nc
pi
∫
dbJ0(µb)b{A((x(1 − x)M2pi)
+Bm fMpi}Ψ
pi(x, ζ)
x(1 − x) .
(26)
A comparison of our spin-improved holographic DA
with other DAs, including the platykurtic DA of [22]
can be found in [21]. Here, we focus on the follow-
ing predictions: with [A = 0(1), B = 1], we predict√〈r2pi〉 = 0.683(0.673) fm compared to √〈r2pi〉 = 0.544
fm with [A = 1, B = 0]. The spin-improved predictions
are thus in much better agreement with the experimen-
tal value:
√〈r2pi〉exp = 0.672 ± 0.008 fm [23]. For the
decay constant, we predict fpi = 135(138) MeV with
[A = 0(1), B = 1] compared to fpi = 161 MeV with
[A = 1, B = 0]. Comparing with the measured value,
f exppi = 130.4±0.04±0.02 MeV [23], we again conclude
that the spin-improved predictions are much favoured.
Our predictions for the form factors are shown in Fig-
ures 1 and 2. As can be seen, the improvement in de-
scribing the data with the spin-improved wavefunctions
are striking for both form factors at low 0 < Q2 <
5 GeV2, i.e. in the non-perturbative regime where the
holographic light-front wavefunction is expected to be
valid. Note that our pion DA, Eq. 26, only evolves in
the non-perturbative region, 0 ≤ µ ≤ 1 GeV, and thus
lacks the known Efremov-Radyushkin-Brodsky-Lepage
(ERBL) [24, 25] perturbative evolution for µ > 1 GeV.
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Figure 1: Predictions for the pion EM form factor using our spin-
improved holographic wavefunction (solid red and dashed black) and
the original holographic wavefunction (dotted orange). The references
for the data can be found in [21].
A follow-up and extension of our work using
(smaller) effective quark masses with a different ansatz
for the pion spin structure can be found in [26].
4. Conclusions
We have reported that it is possible to achieve a re-
markable improvement in the simultaneous description
of pion observables using a spin-improved light-front
holographic wavefunction for the pion together with a
universal AdS/QCD scale and without the need to in-
voke any important contribution of higher Fock sectors
in the pion state. Our predictions depend on the choice
for the light quark masses and here we have used con-
stituent masses to generate all predictions.
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Figure 2: Predictions for the photon-to-pion transition form factor
using our spin-improved holographic wavefunction (solid red and
dashed black) and the original holographic wavefunction (dotted or-
ange). The references for the data can be found in [21].
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